Certify

Resolve

2018 Catalog

Cybersecurity Training and
Workforce Development

By 2021, 3.5 million* cybersecurity positions are expected
to go unfilled due to a major skills shortage.
CyberVista’s mission is to close this gap.
Focused on the transformative power of education, we provide premium cybersecurity
training for developing the workforce — both individuals and organizations. Through
comprehensive cybersecurity education, organizations can better develop human
capital, acquire the best talent, and adequately respond to today’s evolving threats.
Our programs enable you to invest directly in your teams and in your leadership.

•

Certify – Flexible and effective training courses for the most
desired and required cybersecurity certifications within information
security

•

Advance

[beta]

– A modular approach to practitioner career

development focused on the skills required to advance cybersecurity
professionals

•

Resolve

– Board and executive programs designed to equip

business leaders with a strategic understanding of the cyber risk
threatening their organizations

* Source: csoonline.com

It’s Great to Meet You

Amjed Saffarini | CEO, CyberVista

Our company was founded to help solve a big problem – the cybersecurity skills gap. We bring to this young
discipline a way to understand true expertise, codify it, and close that competency gap for everyone who works
in or worries about cybersecurity.
As a company that evolved from education provider Kaplan, CyberVista’s DNA is that of an education company
first and foremost. We help build the skills of up and coming cyber practitioners and provide quality training to
re-skill and up-skill existing cyber professionals. One way we do this is through Certify, our certification preparation
courses. We ensure that students not only pass their cert exams, but also learn the underlying know-how and are
ready to apply it to their trade.
In today’s world, cybersecurity is not just an IT problem, so our Resolve programs help fill the cyber competency gap
in the boardroom and the executive suite. We teach cyber risk as an enterprise risk from the business perspective,
and do so in a practical way that assures an immediate shift to greater cyber resilience.
We understand that working in businesses impacted by old cyber threats one minute and previously unknown
ones the next requires constantly shifting the resilience playbook. However, most training programs are delivered
in rigid fixed lengths and in-person modalities that are blunt instruments requiring massive employee downtime.
Our modular practitioner and executive programs flex with the needs of your firm, and our multiple delivery
modalities - ranging from live and in-person to online and on-demand - guarantee the best use of your employees’
time with us.
We look forward to partnering with you and your organization.
Sincerely,

Amjed Saffarini
CEO, CyberVista
CyberVista | A Graham Holdings Company
1300 17th Street North, 17th Floor
Arlington, VA 22209
844-55-VISTA (844-558-4782)
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Contact us for more information
on CyberVista’s Certify programs
+ cer
certtify@cyber
yberv
vist
ista.net
+ cybervista.net/certify
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ONLINE CYBERSECURITY CERTIFICATION TRAINING

CyberVista Certify

We offer the industry’s highest quality and most comprehensive cybersecurity training
courses. For us, providing cybersecurity certification training isn’t just about helping you earn
a certification – it’s about providing a foundation of the knowlege, skills, and tools that you
need to apply for the rest of your career.

+ Our Methodology
Backed

by

learning

science,

+ Tools and Resources
is

Our materials include a lesson book, question banks,

designed with organized assessments, lessons, and

every

course

summary videos, summary notes, a performance

reinforcement to help you retain the material for the

tracker and other helpful assets to cement core

exam and into your promising career.

concepts leading up to the exam.

+ Intelligent Technology

+ Superior Instructors

Experience a robust learning management system

Our certified instructors are experienced cybersecurity

coupled with engaging light board video content. Our

practitioners who will make test content memorable

technology supports your learning.

and authentic by tying it to real-world examples.

+ Enroll and Succeed

+ Train Your Team

•

•

•

SIX MONTHS ACCESS: CyberVista’s programs

MAXIMIZE YOUR BUDGET: Corporate

include six (6) months of access to the online

discounts, pre-paid courses and bonus fund

course material.

potential are available.

READINESS GUARANTEE: This guarantee

•

allows for a FREE retake of the course just

ELIMINATE DOWNTIME: Online courses
eliminate workplace disruptions, downtime

in case life gets in the way.

and travel expenses.
•

MONITOR PROGRESS: Identify areas of focus,
track improvement and monitor results.
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CyberVista Certify

(ISC)2 CISSP Training
®

Live Online CISSP Course
The (ISC)² Certified Information Security and Systems Professional
(CISSP) certification is the ideal credential for those with five years
or more of practical cyber experience to prove deep technical

What’s Included:

+ Domain Foundations
•

measure of excellence, but also an internationally recognized

•
•

Performance Tracker: Gauges you or your team’s progress

•

Official (ISC)² Guide to the CISSP: The CISSP CBK provides

and tracks improvement

Our courses are designed to work around your schedule and

comprehensive content

cybersecurity career. Unlike gray market training providers,
CyberVista’s courses are led by (ISC)² certified instructors. We
have the only proprietary program to have passed (ISC)2’s rigorous
approval process as an Approved Training Provider.

+ Course Outline

+ Homestretch Tools
•
•
•

Domain 1: Security & Risk Management

Domain 2: Asset Security

•

Private Strategy Session: Benefit from a 1:1 private study
session with an instructor

+ Additional Resources
•

Diagnostic Exam: 100 question diagnostic exam to identify
your current areas of strength and weakness

•

Official CISSP Study Guide: Official CISSP Study Guide

•

Midterm + Final Exam: Administered as a computerized
adaptive simulated test

•
Domain 3: Security Architecture Engineering

E-Flashcards: 700+ e-flashcards are available at your
fingertips on your mobile device

within your Learning Management System.

Topic Coverage

Summary Videos: 3-hour video series highlighting
each domain

topic areas over nine live online sessions. If you miss a class for any
reason, you can watch or rewatch these sessions at your leisure

Summary Notes: Condensed fact sheets including important
concepts from each domain

Our course covers all eight domains of the CISSP exam. In both
the Live Online and Refresher course options, you will cover the

On-Demand Videos: 140+ short videos mapped to all of
(ISC)2’s exam objectives

standard of achievement.

provide you with all of the tools you need to accelerate your

Quiz Bank: 800+ practice questions – Create a custom quiz at
any time

and managerial competence. Not only is the CISSP an objective

Lesson Book: The CyberVista Lesson Book is a companion
book to the live online sessions

Domain 4: Communications and Network Security

Domain 5: Identity & Access Management

Domain 6: Security Assessment & Testing

Domain 7: Security Operations

Domain 8: Software Development & Security

+ Light Board Technology
All of our Live Online classes feature light board lectures. It’s like
a glass chalkboard pumped full of light so the writing glows and
pops while your instructor looks into the camera.
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CyberVista Certify

(ISC) CISSP Training
2

®

Live Online CISSP Refresher Course
Have you been working in the industry for several years but

Live Online

haven’t taken your CISSP? Maybe you failed the CISSP and you’ve
been discouraged to try again? Let us help you brush up with the

Core Features

Live Online CISSP Refresher Course.

30 Hours

30 Hours

(ISC)² Approved Course

ü

ü

(ISC)² Certified Instructors

ü

ü

Light Board Technology

ü

ü

Readiness Guarantee*

ü

ü

Live Instruction

While it does not include all of the tools of the comprehensive
course, the Refresher course offers the same high-quality course
delivery you expect from all Certify courses.

CyberVista Online Portal access your course

Live Online
Refresher

Domain Foundations

ü



30 Hours



Performance Tracker

ü



(ISC)² CBK Book, 4th ed.

ü



Quiz Bank (800+ Questions)
On-Demand Video Library

Homestretch Tools
(ISC)² Official
Study Guide

75.00%

CyberVista CISSP® Prep
Course Lesson Book

Course Performance Tracker

* If for any reason you feel underprepared or have taken the CISSP exam without passing,
you are eligible to retake the course at no additional fee.

About (ISC)2

(ISC)² is an international, nonprofit membership association for information
security leaders. We’re committed to helping our members learn, grow
and thrive. More than 125,000 certified members strong, we empower

Domain Summary Notes

ü



Domain Summary Videos

ü



E-Flashcards

ü



Private Strategy Session

ü



Additional Resources
Test Day Strategy Lessons

ü

ü

Diagnostic Exam

ü

ü

(ISC)² Official Study Guide

ü

ü

Midterm and Final Exam

ü

ü

CyberVista Lesson Book

ü

ü

About the Test
Test duration

3 hours

Number of questions

100-250

Test format

Computer Adaptive Test

Passing score

700 out of 1000 points

Delivery

Pearson VUE Testing Center, computer-based

professionals who touch every aspect of information security.

The CISSP is ideal for:
•

Security Consultant

•

Security Systems Engineer

•

Security Manager

•

CISO

•

IT Director/Manager

•

Director of Security

•

Security Analyst

•

Network Architect

Current Demand:
72,700* available positions currently require or recommend this credential
The CISSP credential is approved under DoD 8140/8570

* Cyberseek.org as of April 2018
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CyberVista Certify

ISACA CISM Training
®

Online CISM Training
The uniquely management-focused CISM certification promotes
international security practices and recognizes the individual
who manages, designs, and oversees and assesses an enterprise’s

What’s Included:

+ Domain Foundations
•

information security.
As an official Strategic Partner, CyberVista’s course meets ISACA’s

at any time
•

On-Demand Videos: 16 hours of short, instructional videos

•

Performance Tracker: Gauges you or your team’s progress

rigorous standards and will help you pass the CISM exam and
earn your certification.

Quiz Bank: 300+ practice questions – create a custom quiz

and tracks improvement
•

CISM Review Manual (15th Ed.) by ISACA

•

CISM Review Questions, Answers, and Explanations
Manual (9th Ed.) by ISACA

Our online training course is structured and flexible with a powerful learning management system hosting all of the learning tools
you’ll need.

+ Course Outline

+ Homestretch Tools
•

Our course covers all four topic areas of the CISM exam. If you elect
the Live Online course option, you will cover the topic areas over

important concepts from each domain
•

eight live online sessions. If you miss a class, or elect On-Demand
course delivery, you can watch or rewatch these sessions at your

Summary Notes: Condensed fact sheets including
Summary Videos: 2-hour video series highlighting each
domain

•

leisure within your learning management system.

Supplementary Videos: Includes three scenario videos, one
management video, and one real life topic video

•

E-Flashcards: 400+ e-flashcards are available at your
fingertips on your mobile device

Topic Coverage
Domain 1: Information Security Governance
Domain 2: Information Risk Management
Domain 3: Information Security Program Development and Management
Domain 4: Information Security Incident Management

About ISACA

As an independent, nonprofit, global association, ISACA engages in the
development, adoption and use of globally accepted, industry-leading

+ Additional Resources
•

Diagnostic Exam: 100 question diagnostic exam to identify
your current areas of strength and weakness

•

Midterm + Final Exam: a midterm (100 questions) and
full-length (150 questions) final exam are included

•

Lesson Book: The CyberVista Lesson Book is a companion
book to the live online sessions

About the Test

knowledge and practices for information systems.

Test duration

4 hours

CISM certification is ideal for:

Number of questions

150

Performance-based questions

No

Passing score

450/800 scaled

Delivery

PSI Testing Center

•

Information Security Managers

•

Aspiring Information Security Managers

•

IS / IT Consultants

Current Demand:

23,932* available positions currently require or recommend this credential
The CISM credential is approved under DoD 8140/8570
* Cyberseek.org as of April 2018
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CyberVista Certify

EC-Council CEH Training
™

Online CEH Training
EC-Council’s Certified Ethical Hacking (CEH) certification is
designed for skilled professionals who want to understand how
to find weaknesses and vulnerabilities in target systems. You will

What’s Included:

+ Domain Foundations
•

learn to think like a hacker and use their tools in order to increase
and improve security initiatives.

Quiz Bank: 300+ practice questions – create a custom quiz
at any time

•

On-Demand Videos: 16 hours of short, instructional videos

•

Performance Tracker: Gauges you or your team’s progress

CyberVista’s CEH training system will hone your skills and

and tracks improvement

knowledge to help you earn your certification through engaging

•

online sessions and high-quality, on-demand content.

•

+ Course Outline

•

CEH All-in-One Exam Guide by Matt Walker
Lab Exercises: Contains a scenario, objectives, and
individual step-by-step tasks

This course covers all eight topic areas of the CEH exam. If you

EC-Council Courseware: Official courseware containing
the most up-to-date exam essentials

elect the Live Online course option, you will cover the topic areas
over eight live, instructor-led online sessions. If you miss a class or
elect On-Demand course delivery, you can watch or rewatch these
sessions at your leisure within your learning management system.

+ Homestretch Tools
•

Summary Notes: Condensed fact sheets including
important concepts from each domain

•

Topic Coverage

Summary Videos: 2-hour video series highlighting each
topic area

Topic 1: Introduction to Ethical Hacking and Footprinting
Topic 2: Network Scanning, Enumeration, and Vulnerability Analysis

•

important CEH labs
•

Topic 5: Non-availability, Interception, and Deception
Topic 6: Attacking Web Servers and Applications, SQL Injection
Topic 7: Attack Vectors and Countermeasures, IoT Hacking
Topic 8: IDS, Cloud Computing, and Cryptography

About EC-Council

A leading information security certification body & the fastest growing
vendor of neutral programs. It is the owner and developer of the world

E-Flashcards: 400+ e-flashcards are available at your
fingertips on your mobile device

Topic 3: System Hacking and Malware Threats
Topic 4: Sniffing and Social Engineering

Supplementary Lab Videos: Expert-led guides to the most

+ Additional Resources
•

Diagnostic Exam: 100 question diagnostic exam to identify
your current areas of strength and weakness

•

Final Exam: 125 question practice exam

•

Lesson Book: The CyberVista Lesson Book is a companion
book to the live online sessions

About the Test
Test duration

4 hours

Number of questions

125

Question format

Multiple choice

Current Demand:

Passing score

70%

The CEH credential is approved under DoD 8140/8570

Delivery

Pearson VUE Testing Center, computer-based

famous Certified Ethical Hacker course (CEH), and other highly-regarded
programs. EC-Council Foundation, the nonprofit branch of EC-Council,
created Global CyberLympics, the world’s first global hacking competition.

CEH certification is ideal for:
•

Penetration Tester

•

Ethical Hacker

•

Network Security Specialist

•

Security Consultant

10,5262 available positions currently require or recommend this credential

1-2

Cyberseek.org as of April 2018
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CyberVista Certify

CompTIA Security+ Training
®

Online Security+ Training
CompTIA Security+ is the first security certification IT professionals
should earn as they look to enter the information security field.
The Security+ certification establishes the core knowledge

What’s Included:

+ Domain Foundations
•

required of any cybersecurity role and provides a springboard to
intermediate-level cybersecurity jobs.

Quiz Bank: 500+ practice questions – create a custom quiz
at any time

•

On-Demand Videos: More than 60 short videos available.
Content is delivered in 5-10 minute videos mapped to all of

CyberVista’s course provides everything you need to pass the
Security+ exam on the first try. Plus, it gives you the benefit of

the sub-domains.
•

structure with the flexibility of online delivery.

+ Course Outline
This course covers all six topic areas of the Security+ exam. If
you select the Live Online course option, you will cover the topic

and tracks improvement. Link directly to relevant videos.

+ Homestretch Tools
•

areas over six live online sessions. If you miss a class or elect OnDemand course delivery, you can watch or rewatch these sessions

Performance Tracker: Gauges you or your team’s progress

Summary Notes: Condensed fact sheets including
important concepts from each domain

•

at your leisure within your learning management system.

Summary Videos: 3-hour video series highlighting each
domain

•

E-Flashcards: 350+ e-flashcards are available at your
fingertips on your mobile device

Topic Coverage
Domain 1: Threats, Attacks, and Vulnerabilities
Domain 2: Technologies and Tools

• + Additional Resources
•

Diagnostic Exam: Before you start the course, a diagnostic
exam will identify your current areas of strength and

Domain 3: Architecture and Design

weakness to help to focus your efforts.

Domain 4: Identity and Access Management

•

and confident by experiencing a full-length practice exam.
•

Domain 5: Risk Management

Final Exam: Ensure that you complete the course prepared
Lesson Book: The CyberVista Lesson Book is a companion
book to the live online sessions

•

Domain 6: Cryptography and PKI

Textbook: CompTIA Security+ Get Certified Get Ahead:
SY0-501 Study Guide

About CompTIA

The Computing Technology Industry Association (CompTIA) is the world’s
leading technology association, with approximately 2,000 member
companies, 3,000 academic and training partners, over 100,000 registered

About the Test
Test duration

90 minutes

Number of questions

Up to 90

Question format

Multiple choice and performance-based

Passing score

750 on a scale of 100-900

Delivery

Pearson VUE Testing Center, computer-based

users and more than two million IT certifications issued. CompTIA’s
unparalleled range of programs foster workforce skills development and
generate critical knowledge and insight – building the foundation for
technology’s future.

Security+ certification is ideal for:
•

Systems Administrator

•

Junior IT Auditor

•

Network Administrator

•

Junior Penetration Tester

Current Demand:

32,1401 available positions currently require or recommend this credential
The Security+ credential is approved under DoD 8140/8570

The light board helped
me retain the information
because I could see [my
instructor] teaching,
speaking, and writing to
me in real-time..”
–Suzie Smelyansky

Being able to watch the
class, and participate,
while trying to put my
daughter to sleep, was a
big boon. Also, the light
board is great.
–Benjamin Collar

There was a system at
CyberVista for figuring
out my strengths and
weaknesses – it honed in
on the areas I needed to
study more.
–Gail Murray
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Contact us for more information
on CyberVista’s Resolve programs
+ resolve@cybervista.net
+ cybervista.net/resolve
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BOARD AND EXECUTIVE CYBER RISK PROGRAMS

CyberVista Resolve

Today’s cyber-insecure environment requires boards and executives to think critically about the
significant cyber issues facing their organizations. At CyberVista, we understand the unique
roles, viewpoints, and responsibilities of boards, executives, and corporate leadership. Cyber risk,
when understood, evaluated, and aligned with your leadership role, can be mitigated as part of
an organization’s broader enterprise risk management program.

+ Actionable

+ Confidential

Every participant leaves our Resolve programs with

Our programs can be delivered on-site at a location

actionable takeaways that articulate the organization’s

of your choosing. Any specific information regarding

greatest cyber risks, its overall risk tolerance, and

your organization can be addressed directly and with

associated controls.

discretion.

+ Customizable

+ Flexible

Our programs can be customized to address your

Our programs are designed to fit into your busy

organization’s cyber risk issues. Resolve seminars are

schedule. Resolve training programs can be delivered

designed to be specific to the respective roles that

in-person at a place of your choosing, or completed

board and executive leaders fulfill.

online to maximize convenience.

+ Prepare and Empower
•

EARN YOUR CERTIFICATE: Demonstrate your ability to manage cyber
risk by earning our certificate in cyber risk governance.

•

PROTECT YOUR BOTTOM-LINE: Avoid being blindsided by financial
losses associated with cyber incidents.

•

EXUDE CONFIDENCE: Let your peers, shareholders, employees, know
that you have the knowledge to confidently manage cyber risk.

•

STAY COMPLIANT: Implement our best practices and recommendations.
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CyberVista Resolve

Cyber Risk Seminar: On-Site
In-Person Seminars for Boards and Executives
This executive-focused program provides senior leadership with
the knowledge necessary to understand, monitor, and manage

What’s Included:

+ On-Site Features:

cyber risk as well as help meet compliance requirements. The

•

1.5 – 3 hours in length

content of CyberVista’s Resolve seminars is aligned with the

•

Includes CyberVista Resolve workbook

Factor Analysis of Information Risk (FAIR) methodology and uses

•

Key questions & recommended actions

our Cyber Governance Framework and curriculum to build-upon

•

the foundational elements needed to measure, manage, and
report on cyber risk from a business perspective.

Incorporates case studies, role specific guidance,
and dynamic exercises

•

Covers 25+ topic areas

•

Customized to your organization by aligning your

We incorporate case studies and examples to contextualize

specific cybersecurity policies, controls, and strategy

specific learning points, and provide a comprehensive cyber risk

into the training

manual that contains key questions, actionable tools, and content
specifically focused on an executive audience.

+ Cyber Governance Framework

PREPARE / Assess Cyber Risk: We provide engaging content
that helps leadership identify relevant cyber risk scenarios and
measure the amount of risk associated with each.

Our Cyber Governance Framework provides a structured
approach for senior leaders to view and manage cyber risk.

MONITOR / Maintain Cybersecurity Controls: This unit empowers

Our framework is the amalgamation of familiar enterprise risk

senior leaders to implement effective controls that help manage

management processes and the National Institute of Science &

cyber risk across people, process, technology, and environment.

Technology’s Cyber Security Framework (NIST-CSF). Our approach
simplifies cyber risk concepts across three main units: Prepare,

REACT / Respond to a Crisis: By centrally focusing decisions

Monitor, and React. Our training is deliberately sequenced in a

around enterprise risk themes and actions, this unit acts as a

manner that scaffolds the learning process, making cyber risk

construct when navigating and planning for management of a

issues easier to comprehend, govern, and manage.

cybersecurity crisis from the executive perspective.
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CyberVista Resolve

Cyber Risk Seminar: On-Demand
Digital Seminars for Boards and Executives
We have adapted our Cyber Risk Seminar on-site product into a
flexible, online course designed to work around your busy schedule.
Like the on-site program, this program provides senior leadership

What’s Included:

+ On-Demand Features:
•

with the knowledge necessary to understand, monitor, and
manage cyber risk as well as help meet compliance requirements.

Modular, bite-sized learning in high-quality
video format

•

25+ key cyber risk topics

•

Downloadable content including worksheets,

The on-demand program is hosted in an intelligent learning

case studies, and lesson materials

management system that is fully accessible on mobile and

•

Subject matter expert interviews

desktop. The system tracks your progress and tests your knowledge

•

Certificate of completion

to ensure that you complete with the perspective and knowledge

•

Cyber risk glossary of terms

you need to make the right cyber risk decisions.

•

Annual subscription, including CyberVista’s
Monthly Executive Cyber Briefing

CyberVista Resolve Learning
Management System

CyberVista Resolve
Mobile Experience
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CyberVista Resolve

Cyber Risk Deep-Dives
In-Person Executive Cyber Sessions
CyberVista’s Resolve Cybersecurity Deep-Dives are highly
customized, in-depth, and topic-specific training sessions

What’s Included:

+ On-Site Features:

for corporate leaders. These sessions are designed in concert

•

Available on-site at a location of your choosing

with key stakeholders within your organization and focus on a

•

1 – 1.5 hours

deep-dive examination of a single cybersecurity related topic,

•

Deep examination of a topic: 25+ to choose from

applying each topic back to the organization in a relevant and

•

meaningful way.

Incorporates tailored case studies, role
specific guidance, and dynamic exercises

This program leverages relevant case studies, examples, and
narrative to facilitate interactive dialogue among executive team
and board members. Ultimate takeaways include recommended

Are you interested in a topic that is not listed?

actions to address the topic area within your organization.

Ask us about it. We will work with you to ensure you
receive training on the topic areas you care about most.

CyberVista offers 25+ topics from which to choose and we will
work with a designated point of contact to select topics most

Contact us at resolve@cybervista.net

pertinent to your organization.

+ Deep-Dive Executive Cyber Session Topics
• The Value of Data

• Developing a Cybersecurity Workforce

• The Deep & Dark Web

• Developing a Cyber Aware Organization

• Industry Specific Threats

• Cyber Risk Scorecards/Dashboards

• Cyber Threat Actors

• Establishing Effective Response Plans

• Assessing Crown Jewels

• Cybersecurity Auditing/Benchmarking

• Evaluating Cyber Attack Surfaces

• Cyber Insurance

• Third Party Risk

• Cybersecurity Technology

• M&A/Divestiture/JV Risk

• Monitoring Threat Environments

• Human Risk & Social Engineering

• Information Sharing

• Cyber Risk Implications

• Legal & Regulatory Environment

• Reducing Cyber Impact

• Crisis Roles & Responsibilities

• Creating a Culture of Cybersecurity

• Dealing with Stakeholders

• Establishing Cybersecurity Leadership

• Managing Risk Implications
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CyberVista Resolve

Cybersecurity Awareness
In-Person or Online Cybersecurity Awareness
CyberVista’s Resolve Cybersecurity Awareness Training Program

+ Online Training

provides organizations with the means to promote a positive

Cybersecurity training no longer has to be boring. CyberVista,

culture of cyber resilience by increasing employee awareness

powered by Ataata, offers a fast-paced and engaging online

around common and/or specific cybersecurity issues. Choose an

cyber awareness training program. Written and directed by TV

in-person more customized solution, online training, or both—

industry veterans, we use comedic video “episodes” to reinforce

whatever suits your organization.

cybersecurity best practices. We also deploy a customizable

+ Topics include:
•

Types of cyber threats

•

Common tactics (social engineering, business email

dashboard so administrators have full control and insight across
the training program.
Powered By:

compromise, wire fraud transfer requests, malvertising)
•

Email, Web, and Mobile Security

•

Data protection

•

Authentication (passwords, multi-factor, etc.)

•

Best practices for personal and professional digital hygiene

•

Taking action during an incident

Through customizable training, your organization can shape
the types of topics presented to your employees on an annual,
bi-annual, or quarterly basis. Let us partner with you to identify
specific areas of risk that you want emphasized across the
enterprise or for specific teams.

What’s Included:

+ On-Site Features:
•

1 – 1.5 hours in-person

•

Delivered by expert facilitators

•

Dynamic and engaging

What’s Included:

Nearly 90% of all
incidents stemmed
from some type
of human error
or behavior.

+ Online Features:
•

One video assigned per month with average completion
time of 3 minutes

•

Accessible on any device & supports multiple languages

•

Actionable and intuitive training program dashboard

•

Industry comparisons

Additional Enhancements Include:
•

Custom content for specific corporate messaging
or materials

•

Integrated phishing testing

Source: Willis Towers Watson, 2017
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CyberVista Resolve

Practice What They Breach

™

In-Person, Interactive Cyber Crisis Exercise
Can you verify that your senior leadership is ready to respond to a

What’s Included:

cyber breach? CyberVista delivers an interactive cyber breach

+ On-Site Features:

tabletop exercise designed to test senior leadership’s ability

•

1.5 – 2 hours

to make instantaneous decisions based on limited real-time

•

Role-based, in-person cyber breach simulation,

information and highlights the pervasive impacts a cyber incident
can have across the entire enterprise.

focused on the C-suite and/or board of directors
•

Tailored to market vertical or industry
(exercise scenario can be further tailored to

Following the exercise, senior leaders will better understand
their roles and responsibilities and appreciate the need for a

the organization upon request)
•

Fast-paced and dynamic

comprehensive incident response plan.

$2.1 trillion: the cost of data
breaches globally by 2019
Source: Juniper Research, 2015
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Building today’s
cybersecurity
workforce.

+

Discount pricing

+

Bulk purchases across product lines

+

Custom marketing support

+

Company-specific landing pages

+

Corporate reporting

to cyber-prepare their organizations.

+

Access to private classes

We work with government and enterprise

+

Secure credit card or purchase order (check, ACH)

+

Custom programs

We understand the challenges facing enterprises

organizations to offer flexible training opportunities.
cybervista.net/enterprise
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About CyberVista
CyberVista provides cybersecurity training, education, and
workforce development. Our mission is to arm organizations
and individuals with the knowledge and skills they all need to
defend against ever-evolving cyber threats.
With parent Graham Holdings Company and sister-company
Kaplan, Inc., our innovative education technologies and
personalized approach to learning offer a new vision for board,
executive, and workforce cybersecurity education.
We offer cybersecurity training for the boardroom, the SOC,
and everywhere in between. From custom needs to executive
training, we partner with CISOs and cybersecurity leaders.
For the enterprise or the individual, we’re here to help.

Let’s get started.

CyberVista | A Graham Holdings Company
1300 17th Street North, 17th Floor
Arlington, VA 22209
844-55-VISTA (844-558-4782)

cybervista.net

